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Abstract—Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is envisioned as an efficient candidate for future communication
systems. This letter proposes a novel orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) with index modulation (IM)-based
NOMA scheme, called OFDM-IM NOMA, for future multi-user
communication systems. Inspired by IM and classical NOMAOFDM, users utilize flexibility by adjusting power allocation
factors and subcarrier activation ratios. Our new scheme allows
different service users to share available resources as in classical
NOMA, more efficiently. It is shown that OFDM-IM NOMA reliably supports a high and low data rate user at the same resources
by adjusting their subcarrier activation ratios.
Index Terms—5G, 6G, NOMA, OFDM, index modulation (IM),
Internet-of-Things (IoT), waveform design, multiple access.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IRELESS communication networks (5G and beyond)
demand stringent requirements with diverse users and
rich use-cases. For instance, 6G wireless networks are estimated to support up to 107 devices/km2 , about ten times
the connectivity density when compared to 5G [1]. To meet
these demands, multiple access schemes are being developed
to allow multiple users to share the available bandwidth
for spectrum efficiency. Recently, non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) has been proposed as a promising multiple
access candidate, most popularly in the power domain, to
enhance spectrum efficiency [2]. Power-domain NOMA allows
multiple users to share the same time and frequency resources
separating them by their different power levels [3]. The nonorthogonality in NOMA allows the transmission of multiple
signals through superposition coding (SC). Upon reception,
successive interference cancellation (SIC) is employed to
remove the interference of other users’ signals for efficient
detection. NOMA additionally introduces flexibility in the
power domain and fairness to users with worse channel conditions as well as achieves low-latency. As a result, NOMA
is envisioned as a potential candidate for a fair, efficient,
low-latency, and flexible multiple access technique allowing
wireless connectivity for billions of devices. The literature on
NOMA is very rich and many interesting concepts on power
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domain NOMA have been studied [4]–[7]. However, state-ofthe art NOMA studies usually do not take into consideration of
imperfections in SIC detection for bit error rate (BER) analysis and consider both users with the same application demands
allowing no flexibility in spectral and energy efficiency. In
other words, both users consider the same system parameters
in almost all studies. In this letter, we challenge this status
quo by providing a flexible waveform design for users with
different requirements.
Index modulation (IM) appears as a simple, spectral and
energy efficient scheme to transmit additional information
bits through the indices of communication systems [8]–[11].
A novel multi-carrier waveform called orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing with IM (OFDM-IM) [12], conveys additional information through the indices of subcarriers in the
frequency domain along with M-ary modulated symbols. This
provides an additional degree of freedom by utilizing subcarrier activation ratios where the subcarriers of an OFDM
system can be turned on and off according to user applications;
therefore, the users may exploit the flexibility of IM. In [13],
a NOMA multicarrier index keying (NOMA-MCIK) scheme,
which combines IM and NOMA, is proposed. NOMA-MCIK
applies IM to subblocks which consist of a certain number of
subcarriers and transmits the same modulated symbol through
the active subcarriers. Using the subcarrier activation feature
of OFDM-IM and flexibility of NOMA in the power domain
to multiplex users, it is possible to construct a novel and flexible waveform to ensure high spectrum efficiency depending
on different user requirements.
The aim of this letter is to propose a flexible scheme by
incorporating IM to the subcarriers of conventional NOMAOFDM users, where the users exploit the same or different
number of active subcarriers. The flexibility provided from
both NOMA by adjusting the power allocation factors and
OFDM-IM with adjustable subcarrier activation ratios, is taken
advantage of, to provide a promising and alternative waveform
called OFDM-IM NOMA. Different from NOMA-MCIK,
OFDM-IM NOMA applies IM to the subcarriers in a subblock and transmits different symbols over active subcarriers
to increase spectral efficiency. The proposed scheme is based
on the simultaneous transmission of two users’ OFDM-IM
signals with different power levels where the information
is conveyed through both the active subcarrier indices and
M-ary modulated symbols. In this setup, a main user (the near
user) that needs higher data rates, and multiple far users that
have low data rate requirements, i.e., Internet-of-Things (IoT)
devices, share the same spectrum. Classical NOMA-OFDM
provides the same amount of subcarriers for both users while
assigning different power levels [14]. Using IM, the proposed
scheme activates most of the subcarriers for the near user
and a fewer number of ones for the IoT-based far users.
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Block diagram of the proposed OFDM-IM NOMA system.

Since in OFDM-IM NOMA the far user has a fewer number
of activated subcarriers, it may exploit lower order modulations without SIC decoding. As a result, the far user utilizes
only a small amount of the spectrum according to its modest
requirements while enjoying a reliable and energy efficient
transmission. Meanwhile, the near user may continue to use
the spectrum with a higher data rate benefiting from the flexibility provided by OFDM-IM. At the near user, SIC is used to
eliminate the high power far user interference. Benefits of the
proposed scheme to classical OFDM-NOMA include higher
flexibility with different subcarrier activation ratios which
allow adjustable spectral efficiencies and controllable interuser interference, higher energy efficiency, improved reliability
and higher spectrum efficiency. For the proposed scheme, an
optimum power allocation search is performed and theoretical
error performance is investigated to confirm our computer simulations. Taking a different approach from the current NOMA
literature, this letter focuses particularly on BER analyses and
flexibility in the waveform domain for the case of two users
rather than sum-rate and spectral efficiency analyses.
The rest of this letter can be summarized as follows.
In Section II, the system model of OFDM-IM NOMA is
presented. In Section III, the theoretical error performance of
the proposed scheme is investigated along with the optimum
power allocation method. Our computer simulation results are
presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this
letter.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, the system model of the proposed OFDMIM NOMA scheme is given. First the transmitter architecture
is presented, then the receiver model is explained.
A. Transmitter Side
Let us consider an OFDM-based downlink (DL) NOMA
system operating under frequency-selective Rayleigh fading
channels. The base-station (BS) generates OFDM-IM signals
to serve U users independently through the same frequency
and time slots by SC. The BS implements SC by allocating
different power levels to multiple users and transmitting a composite signal. This letter considers a scenario with only two
users (U = 2) as shown in Fig. 1. For each user, a total of mu
bits are transmitted, where u ∈ {NU , FU }, and NU and FU
denote near and far users, respectively. These mu bits are split
into gu groups, each containing pu = mu /gu bits. Since the

same procedures are applied for the creation of each subblock,
it is sufficient to consider the ξ th subblock xu (ξ) ∈ Cnu ×1
of any user, ξ ∈ {1, . . . , gu }. The pu bits are mapped into
subblocks with sizes nu , where nu = N /gu and N is the
number of total subcarriers, that is, the size of fast fourier
transform (FFT). For OFDM-IM subbblock creation,
 the
 pu
bits are separated into two parts. First, pu,1 = log2 nkuu  bits
determine ku active subcarriers in a subblock using a lookup table or the combinatorial method [12], and produces the
active subcarrier index set as Iu (ξ) = {iu,1 (ξ), . . . , iu,ku (ξ)}
where iu,λ (ξ) ∈ {1, . . . , nu } and λ = 1, . . . , ku . Then, the
pu,2 = ku log2 (Mu ) bits determine the vector of modulated
symbols qu (ξ) = [qu,1 (ξ), . . . , qu,ku (ξ)], qu,λ (ξ) ∈ Qu , conveyed through the active subcarriers, Qu is the complex signal
constellation of user u with the size of Mu and is normalized
to unit average power. Consequently, a total of
 
nu
pu = pu,1 + pu,2 = log2
 + ku log2 (Mu ), (1)
ku
bits are transmitted via each subblock. The N × 1
OFDM-IM signal block of each user is given by zu =
T
T
T
T
[xT
u (1)xu (2) . . . , xu (gu )] = [xu (1)xu (2) . . . , xu (N )] and
it is created by considering Iu (ξ) and qu (ξ), subblock by
subblock, where xu (ϕ) ∈ {0, Qu }, ϕ = 1, . . . , N and (.)T
denotes transposition. Then, SC is applied in the frequency
domain
to obtain
 the overall transmission vector as xSC =
√
αPBS zNU + (1 − α)PBS zFU , where PBS and α is the
total transmit power of the BS (per subcarrier) and the power
allocation factor, respectively. Here, we consider PBS = 1
and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The average power of the NU and the FU
per subcarrier are PNU = αPBS and PFU = (1 − α)PBS ,
respectively.
After this point, the procedures as in OFDM are applied.
A block-type interleaver is employed to eliminate the correlation effect of the channel in a subblock as in [12]. The
inverse fast fourier transform (IFFT) is applied to obtain
the time domain OFDM block xTI = IFFT{xSC } =

T
X (1) X (2) · · · X (N ) .
After the IFFT operation, a cyclic prefix (CP) of length C
samples [X (N − C + 1) · · · X (N − 1)X (N )]T is added
to the beginning of the OFDM block. Once parallel to serial
(P/S) and digital/analog conversions are applied, the signal is transmitted over a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading
channel, which can be represented by the channel impulse
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T
response (CIR) coefficients t = t(1) · · · t(v )
where
t(ζ), ζ = 1, . . . , v are circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
random variables with the CN (0, v1 ) distribution. With the
assumption that the channel remains constant during transmission of an OFDM block and the CP length C is larger than V,
the received vector of two users can be given by
yu = [yu (1) · · · yu (N )]T = Hu xSC + wu ,

(2)

(N )]T )

and
where Hu = diag(hu ) = diag([hu (1) . . . , hu
w = [wu (1) . . . , wu (N )]T are the channel matrix and the
noise vector for the two users in the frequency domain, respectively, and diag(·) converts a vector into a diagonal matrix.
The distributions of hu (ϕ) and wu (ϕ) are CN (0, σu2 ) and
CN (0, N0 ), respectively, where N0 is the noise variance in
the frequency domain, which is equal to the noise variance in
the time domain. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined
as 1/N0 . The spectral efficiency of the users is given by
ηu = mu /(N + C ) [bits/s/Hz].
B. Receiver Side
In this subsection, the receiver structure is presented for
both users. It is assumed that the channel gain for the NU
2
2 ) due to the distance
≥ σFU
is higher than FU (σNU
difference between them, which is a valid assumption in
NOMA-based multi-user systems. At both receivers, after
obtaining yu , a block-type de-interleaver is employed. For
both users, we define the set of all possible subblock realizations as Bu = {bu,1 , bu,2 , . . . , bu,Gu } and the total number
of possible subblocks as Gu = 2pu , u ∈ {NU , FU }.
1) Near User (NU): Since the signal power of the NU is
less than the FU (α < 0.5), first the FU signal is decoded
through SIC. Here, the considered SIC process is near-optimal
since it neglects the interference of the NU signal on the FU
signal. We can decode the ξ th subblock of the FU using the
set BFU . Finally, maximum-likelihood (ML)-based detection
rule for SIC operation can be employed as

2
x̂FU ,SIC (ξ) = arg min ȳNU (ξ)− PFU H̄NU (ξ)bFU ,
bFU ∈BFU

(3)
ξ)]T

where ȳNU (ξ) = [yNU (nFU (ξ − 1) + 1) · · · yNU (nFU
∈
CnFU ×1 and H̄NU (ξ) = diag([hNU (nFU (ξ − 1) +
1) · · · hNU (nFU ξ)]) ∈ CnFU ×nFU , are the received signal vector and the equivalent channel matrix of the
FU at the NU for the ξ th subblock, respectively. Then,
the decoded FU block is re-constructed as ẑFU =
[x̂FU ,SIC (1) · · · x̂FU ,SIC (gFU )]T ∈ CN ×1 and subtract it
from the overall received OFDM block as follows:
T

rNU = yNU − ẑFU = [rNU (1) · · · rNU (N )] .

(4)

Hence, the interference of the FU signal on the NU signal is
eliminated. Finally, the NU signal is decoded by ML-based
detection rule with the NU subblock set BNU :

2
x̂NU (ξ) = arg min r̄NU (ξ) − PNU H̃NU (ξ)bNU ,
bNU ∈BNU

(5)
ξ)]T

where r̄NU (ξ) = [rNU (nNU (ξ − 1) + 1) · · · rNU (n1
∈
CnNU ×1 and H̃NU (ξ) = diag([hNU (nNU (ξ − 1) +

1) · · · hNU (nNU ξ)]) ∈ CnNU ×nNU are the interference eliminated signal vector and the channel matrix corresponding to
ξ th subblock for the NU. Note that for nNU = nFU , which
means that the same subblock size is used for both users, we
have H̄NU (ξ) = H̃NU (ξ) .
2) Far User (FU): Since the signal power of the FU
is higher than the NU (α < 0.5), it is assumed that the
interference of the NU signal on the FU signal is negligible.
Therefore, we can decode the ξ th subblock of the FU directly
using the FU set BFU . As a result, ML-based detection rule
can be employed as:

2
x̂FU (ξ) = arg min ȳFU (ξ) − PFU H̄FU (ξ)bFU , (6)
bFU ∈BFU

where ȳFU (ξ) = [yFU (nFU (ξ − 1) + 1) · · · yFU (nFU ξ)]T ∈
CnFU ×1 and H̄FU (ξ) = diag([hFU (nFU (ξ − 1) +
1) · · · hFU (nFU ξ)]T ) ∈ CnFU ×nFU , are the received signal vector and the channel matrix for the ξ th subblock,
respectively.
III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
A. Theoretical BER Derivation
In this subsection, a theoretical error probability analysis is
provided and an average bit error probability (ABEP) expression is obtained for both the NU and the FU. It is sufficient to
investigate the pairwise error probability (PEP) events of a single subblock to derive the performance of OFDM-IM NOMA
since the error performance is identical for all subblocks. Thus,
we remove the subblock index ξ in the sequel for simplicity.
From (2), assume that Bu = diag(bu ) is transmitted and
B̂u = diag(b̂u ) is erroneously detected. In this case, the
unconditional PEP (UPEP) can be given by [15]


1 π/2
σu2
Pr(Bu → B̂u ) =
Mδ −
d θ. (7)
π 0
4N0 sin2 θ
where δ = (Bu − B̂u )h̄u 2 and h̄u ∈ Cnu ×nu is the channel vector corresponding to a subblock. Expressing δ in the
H
quadratic form as δ = h̄H
u Qh̄u , where Q = (Bu − B̂u ) (Bu −
H
B̂u ) and (.) denotes Hermitian transposition, its moment
generating function can be calculated from [16] as Mδ (t) =
[det(IN − tQ)]−1 = [ qi1 (1 − tλi )]−1 , where q = rank(Q)
with non-zero eigenvalues of Q being λi , i = 1, 2, . . . , q for
q ≤ N and IN is an N × N identity matrix. Substituting
Mδ (t) in (9), we obtain
⎛
⎞
q
2θ
sin
1 π/2
⎝
⎠d θ, (8)
Pr(Bu → B̂u ) =
σ2 λ
π 0
sin2 θ + u i
i=1

4N0

which has a closed form solution in [16, Appendix (5. A)].
After obtaining UPEP of each user, considering that the erroneous detection of FU symbol would result error propagation,
the interference of the FU on the NU is ignored, and ABEP
of the NU can be approximated as:
Pb,NU ≈ 0.5Ps,FU + (1 − Ps,FU )
√
PNU  
×
Pr(BNU → B̂NU ) × e(BNU , B̂NU),
pNU GNU
BNU B̂NU

(9)
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Fig. 2. Optimum α search from 0 to 0.5 with intervals of 0.05 for a fixed
SNR of 30 dB.

where

√

PFU  
Ps,FU =
Pr(BFU → B̂FU ),
GFU

(10)

BFU B̂FU

is the symbol error probability (SEP) of the FU and e(Bu , B̂u )
stands for the number of bit errors for the corresponding pairwise error event (Bu → B̂u ). The interference of the NU on
the FU signal is neglected, therefore, ABEP of the FU can be
lower bounded by
√
PFU  
Pr(BFU → B̂FU )
Pb,FU ≥
pFU GFU
BFU B̂FU

× e(BFU , B̂FU ).

(11)

As will be shown in next section, (9) and (11) can be used to
predict the BER of the NU and the FU, respectively.
B. Optimum Power Allocation
Current NOMA literature mostly considers a fixed power
allocation without any search method. To obtain better error
performance, in this subsection, the power allocation factor α
is determined according to the average BER of both users 1
in the presence of SIC errors and interference using Monte
Carlo simulations. For different kNU and kFU values, the
performance of the users may vary, therefore, the average
performance of the NU and FU is considered:
BERFU +pNU BERNU
p
,
AvgBER = FU
pFU + pNU

(12)

where BERFU and BERNU stand for the bit error rate of the
far user and the near user, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2,
the average BER of both users for two cases are simulated at
a fixed SNR value of 30 dB for α values varying from 0 to 0.5
with an increasing interval of 0.05. Then the α value that provides the minimum average BER is selected. Fig. 2 shows our
power allocation search for two different configurations of the
proposed scheme and also consists of the individual BER of
both users for each case. We refer to k active out of n subcarriers as u(nu , ku ), u ∈ {NU , FU }. It is observed that different
1 Another criteria rather than average BER may be considered for determining the optimum α. For example, the error performance of FU can be
prioritized.
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Fig. 3. Error performance of OFDM-IM NOMA with n = 4 for (a) kFU = 1,
kNU = 3 and (b) kFU = 2, kNU = 2.

configurations may provide different optimal power allocation
factors where for FU(4-2)-NU(4-2) and FU(4-1)-NU(4-3) the
optimum α is obtained as 0.15 and 0.3, respectively. As the
activation ratio of user u is increased more power needs to be
allocated to user u and vice-versa as seen in Fig. 2. Note that
theoretical derivations of (9) and (11) cannot be used to obtain
the optimum α since they do not consider the interference of
the NU to the FU.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, computer simulation results are presented
for the OFDM-IM NOMA scheme in the presence of Rayleigh
fading channels and perfect channel state information at the
users. The system parameters are assumed to be: N = 128,
2
2
= 0 dB, σFU
= − 3 dB and v = 10.
C = 16, σNU
Computer simulation results show the BER performance of
these schemes using Monte Carlo simulations. For all simulations, block interleaving of size of nu × gu , imperfect SIC
detection and a fixed subblock size of nNU = nFU = 4
is considered. In our simulations, the same subblock size is
chosen for ease of presentation, however a generalization is
possible. Optimum power allocation factor α is obtained by
simulating the averaged BER values from α = 0 to α = 0.5
with an increasing interval of 0.05 for a fixed SNR of 30 dB
and choosing the power allocation factor with the minimum
average BER as in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 shows the simulation and theoretical results of the
proposed OFDM-IM NOMA scheme for two different setups.
In Fig. 3(a), kNU = 3, kFU = 1, MNU = 4 and MFU = 4
are considered. Here, the NU (main user) has a higher spectral efficiency, while the FU (IoT user) has a lower spectral
efficiency. It can be seen that the FU exhibits a better BER
performance due to less interference along with a lower order
modulation and a higher power allocated to it. The use of a
lower order modulation, no need for SIC and a better error
performance makes the FU more suitable for IoT applications
because it can also be more energy efficient due to a lower
complex detector architecture. In other words, this user would
just need to communicate reliably at low data rates, for example, to transmit sensor data. BER performance of the NU is
worse because of the employment of a higher modulation order
and remaining interference of the FU during the SIC process
along with its lower allocated power. Note that an error floor
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Fig. 4. Error performance of OFDM-IM NOMA with different configurations
compared to OFDMA and conventional NOMA-OFDM.

does not exist in downlink NOMA because the interference
does not cause data symbols to cross to other regions of the
decision boundary as in [4]. The theoretical curve of the FU
obtained by (11) acts as a lower bound due to an assumption
of no interference from the NU in the calculation. Therefore,
we observe a better theoretical error performance compared
to simulation results. The theoretical BER curve of the NU is
obtained by (9) and is an approximate one because we do not
take into consideration of the NU interference when decoding the FU first in the SIC process. In addition to Fig. 3(a),
Fig. 3(b) also confirms that the theoretical results match the
simulation results with different set of parameters: kNU = 2,
kFU = 2, MNU = 4 and MFU = 4.
Fig. 4 shows the comparison of OFDMA, conventional
NOMA-OFDM, and OFDM-IM NOMA with varying parameters. All NUs and FUs have a spectral efficiency value of
1.7778 and 0.8889 bps/Hz, respectively. For OFDMA, the subcarriers are separated equally for both the FU and the NU.
It can be seen that along with the main benefits of flexibility of the user applications and high spectral efficiency,
we additionally obtain a better error performance for the FU
and, most of the time, for the NU. The FU achieves a better
error performance due to characteristics of IM as in OFDMIM. The benefits of the proposed scheme can be clearly seen
in the configuration with FU(4, 1) and NU(4, 3), where it
achieves approximately a 7 dB and 3 dB gain over NOMAOFDM along with a 5 dB and 3 dB gain over OFDMA at
the BER value of 10−4 for FU and NU, respectively. Due
to the employment of higher modulation orders, lower allocated power and significant interference at SIC decoding, the
NU error performance may be worse at certain configurations.
Another issue that negatively affects the error performance
is that the OFDM-IM decoding process is harmed by the
interference of the other user. This is because in classical
OFDM-IM, the inactive subcarriers are always zero, but in
OFDM-IM NOMA, there is a possibility they may not be
completely zero and an active subcarrier of the other user
may act as interference to the main signal. However, as in
the case of FU(4, 1)-NU(4, 3), even the NU exhibits a better BER performance than classical NOMA-OFDM since the
probability of an active subcarrier of the FU overlapping with
an empty subcarrier of the NU is dramatically less than in the
case of FU(4, 2)-NU(4, 2).
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V. C ONCLUSION
In this letter, OFDM-IM NOMA has been presented as a
novel and flexible NOMA scheme for different application
users with varying subcarrier activation ratios. The proposed
scheme allows a main user with a higher data rate and less
data rate user such as an IoT device to share the spectrum in
a more fair manner. System performance has been shown in
terms of BER and imperfect SIC has been considered to investigate a more realistic NOMA scenario. OFDM-IM NOMA
has been shown to provide a better BER along with its flexibility advantages. Future extensions may include research for
more effective ways to reduce interference between users,
enabling more number of IoT users to work with the main user
instead of one. An additional improvement can be obtained
by an advanced optimum power allocation method and with
the development of a low-complexity LLR-based detection
method with suitable thresholds to determine the activation
probabilities of subcarriers in the subblock for each user.
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